Table to Tab Transformation

**STEP 1:**
Table Transformation using wysiwyg editor:

Click “Edit” to see edit view
Set Columns and Rows:

*Note: Columns has to be 2 and Rows can be change according to number of Tabs you have.
Set class value to “tab-box”
Insert Title on First Column and Content on Second Column

Apply class “tab-title” to each title and class “tab-content” to each content area.

You can right click on each title column and select “Table Cell Properties”
Set class “tab-title” to each title column

Same for Tab content column. You can right click on each column and select “Table Cell Properties”

Set class “tab-content” to each content column
Save the page and See the preview

**Nested Tab:**

To add nested tab, right click inside the content area and click on “Insert/Edit Table” to add new table. Follow all the previous steps to create tab from table. Apply class to each title column and content column.

After following all the steps save the file and preview it to see final output